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QUESTION 1

A data engineer wants to use an Amazon Elastic Map Reduce for an application. The data engineer needs to make sure
it complies with regulatory requirements. The auditor must be able to confirm at any point which servers are running and
which network access controls are deployed. 

Which action should the data engineer take to meet this requirement? 

A. Provide the auditor IAM accounts with the SecurityAudit policy attached to their group. 

B. Provide the auditor with SSH keys for access to the Amazon EMR cluster. 

C. Provide the auditor with CloudFormation templates. 

D. Provide the auditor with access to AWS DirectConnect to use their existing tools. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

You have been tasked with deployment a solution for your company that will store images, which the marketing
department will use for its campaigns. Employees are able to upload images via a web interface, and once uploaded,
each image must be resized and watermarked with the company logo. Image resize and watermark is not time-sensitive
and can be completed days after upload if required. 

How should you design this solution in the most highly available and cost-effective way? 

A. Configure your web application to upload images to the Amazon Elastic Transcoder service. Use the Amazon Elastic
Transcoder watermark feature to add the company logo as a watermark on your images and then upload the final image
into an Amazon s3 bucket 

B. Configure your web application to upload images to Amazon S3, and send the Amazon S3 bucket URI to an Amazon
SQS queue. Create an Auto Scaling group and configure it to use Spot instances, specifying a price you are willing to
pay. Configure the instances in this Auto Scaling group to poll the SQS queue for new images and then resize and
watermark the image before uploading the final images into Amazon S3 

C. Configure your web application to upload images to Amazon S3, and send the S3 object URI to an Amazon SQS
queue. Create an Auto Scaling launch configuration that uses Spot instances, specifying a price you are willing to pay.
Configure the instances in this Auto Scaling group to poll the Amazon SQS queue for new images and then resize and
watermark the image before uploading the new images into Amazon S3 and deleting the message from the Amazon
SQS queue 

D. Configure your web application to upload images to the local storage of the web server. Create a cronjob to execute
a script daily that scans this directory for new files and then uses the Amazon EC2 Service API to launch 10 new
Amazon EC2 instances, which will resize and watermark the images daily 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

A web-hosting company is building a web analytics tool to capture clickstream data from all of the websites hosted
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within its platform and to provide near-real-time business intelligence. This entire system is built on AWS services. The
web- hosting company is interested in using Amazon Kinesis to collect this data and perform sliding window analytics. 

What is the most reliable and fault-tolerant technique to get each website to send data to Amazon Kinesis with every
click? 

A. After receiving a request, each web server sends it to Amazon Kinesis using the Amazon Kinesis PutRecord API.
Use the sessionID as a partition key and set up a loop to retry until a success response is received. 

B. After receiving a request, each web server sends it to Amazon Kinesis using the Amazon Kinesis Producer Library
.addRecords method. 

C. Each web server buffers the requests until the count reaches 500 and sends them to Amazon Kinesis using the
Amazon Kinesis PutRecord API call. 

D. After receiving a request, each web server sends it to Amazon Kinesis using the Amazon Kinesis PutRecord API.
Use the exponential back-off algorithm for retries until a successful response is received. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

An administrator needs to design the event log storage architecture for events from mobile devices. The event data will
be processed by an Amazon EMR cluster daily for aggregated reporting and analytics before being archived. 

How should the administrator recommend storing the log data? 

A. Create an Amazon S3 bucket and write log data into folders by device. Execute the EMR job on the device folders. 

B. Create an Amazon DynamoDB table partitioned on the device and sorted on date, write log data to table. Execute the
EMR job on the Amazon DynamoDB table. 

C. Create an Amazon S3 bucket and write data into folders by day. Execute the EMR job on the daily folder. 

D. Create an Amazon DynamoDB table partitioned on EventID, write log data to table. Execute the EMR job on the
table. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

An existing application stores sensitive information on a non-boot Amazon EBS data volume attached to an Amazon
Elastic Compute Cloud instance. 

Which of the following approaches would protect the sensitive data on an Amazon EBS volume? 

A. Snapshot the current Amazon EBS volume. Restore the snapshot to a new, encrypted Amazon EBS volume Mount
the Amazon EBS volume 

B. Create and mount a new, encrypted Amazon EBS volume. Move the data to the new volume. 

Delete the old Amazon EBS volume 
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C. Unmount the EBS volume. Toggle the encryption attribute to True. Re-mount the Amazon EBs volume 

D. Upload your customer keys to AWS CloudHSM. Associate the Amazon EBS volume with AWS CloudHSM. Re-mount
the Amazon EBS volume 

Correct Answer: A 
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